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The approximation of differentiable functions by algebraic polynomials IIn

with respect to the norm l:/ilF = maxi~l ..... " fl/(!.') I~, where 0 =ec k1 <
k 2 < ... < k" and Ii . ~i is the Chebyshev norm on [a, b], is considered. The
main result is the precise determination of the set of polynomials of best
approximation in the norm II . ilF' This is achieved by characterizing q, the
smallest of the numbers k i for which plio,) is the unique best approximation
to pal from IIn _ q with respect to a norm II . IIG of the same type as above
(see below). The dimension in question is precisely q.

Approximation in the norm Ii . IIF is nothing but the simultaneous approxi
mation of a real valued function / and its derivatives f(k i ) in the Chebyshev
norm by P and P(k,). The simplest special case p ,= I, k1 ,= I of the problem
was treated in detail by Moursund [8J, who showed that a polynomial P of
best approximation from IIn to some function/is either unique, or else, P' is
the unique polynomial of best approximation from IIn - 1 to f' with respect
to the Chebyshev norm. Our rna n theorem also contains a result of
Johnson [5J who showed that if P and Q are polynomials of best
approximation to some function/with respect to the seminorm maxilli g(k,) i:}
where O:C;;: k1 < k 2 < .. , < k", then P(kpl = Q(k p ). Other proofs of
Moursund's result and of Johnson's result for the case k i = i-I as well as
characterizations of Kolmogorov type can be found in [l-4J.

The main tools used in this paper are the notion of minimal polynomials
of best approximation and theorems about Birkhoff interpolation.

Let F = {ko ' k1 , ... , k p } where 0 = k o < k1 < ... < k" are integers and
[a, bJ be an interval. We introduce the Banach space BF = B of k,,-times
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continuously differentiable real-valued functions on [a, b] with the norm
Ii . il F defined by

where I • is the Chebyshev norm.
Let n k p • We want to approximate IE B by an algebraic polynomial

P E IIn of degree not exceeding n with respect to the norm . IIF' We will
denote this kind of approximation by "simultaneous approximation." That
there exist best approximations follows easily from compactness arguments.
We want to show that either there exists exactly one polynomial of best
approximation or, ifnot, we want to characterize precisely all the polynomials
of best approximation.

We begin with some terminology. Let £2(f) be the set of best
approximations from IIn to f in B and set

which we will always assume to be nonzero. We define

We also define the extremal sets

which will play the same role as the set of extremal points in ordinary
Chebyshev approximation. Clearly the V, are compact.

We shall make use of "minimal" polynomials which are the algebraic
interior points of the convex set £2(f).

LEMMA l. There exists a FE Q(f) (called a "minimal" polynomial) with
the property that

U;CP,f) C Ui(P,j)

and

for any otherfE Q(f).

J5(x) = P(x),

i = 0,1, ... , p,

The proof can be carried out as in [6] or [7] or by use of the theory of
convex sets. We note that the Ui (J5,f) are independent of the choice of ]5 and
so we will just write Ui(f) for them. It is clear that at least one of them is
nonempty.
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The following lemma is a modification of a characterization theorem of
Kolmogorov type which is given in [8].

LEMMA 2. P EQ(j) is a minimal polynomial ofbest approximation tofE B
if and ollly if there exists no Q Ell" with

max sup U()"\x) - p(Ic,\X)} QO")(x) 0
i~n.l, ...• Jl iI'0U,(f)

alld sllch that the strict inequality

holds for some in, 0 i() cC;; p andfor some XioE Uio (f).

ProD! By means of the usual continuity arguments, one can show that if
Q Elln satisfies both of the above inequalities, then for all A 0 sufficiently
small, p,\ ~= P + AQ is a polynomial of best approximation to f for which
UJPA J) C Ui(PJ) for all i and that Xi

o
¢c Ulo(PA J). It follows that P

cannot be a minimal polynomial of best approximation. Conversely, if P is
not a minimal polynomial, then the difference P - Pili of P and a minimal
polynomial Pm satisfies the above inequalities for some k /o and X/

o
•

We need some more facts about the UJPJ) for P E Q(j). If1(l. i ll) exists,
Pc Q(j) and if x E UI ( P, n, x c/= a, b, then

(I)

It is easy to see that if g and h are two continuous functions on [a, b],
differentiable at x, a < x < b, if g h in some neighborhood of x and if
g(x) =c hex), then g'(x) = h'(x). Since pl.: 1) exists, our statement follows
immediately from this observation. Next, let kill = k i + I for some i. Then,
for Pc Q(j),

UI(PJ) n UlI1(P,.!) n (a, b) = 3.

Indeed, if x E Ui(PJ) n (a, b), then we have (1). That is

If also x E Ui+l , then

(2)

If"'i+1 )(x) - p()'i+l)(X) I = /In,F c/~ 0,

which is not compatible with the last equality above.
For a function f E BF , the sets UICPJ) do not depend on the particular
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choice of the minimal polynomial P (by Lemma I) and we write Ui(j) for
them. We put

and

q = min {kJ.
kiEG

(2)

(3)

By G - q, we mean the set {k i - q i k i E G}. Thus 0 E G - q.
On the way to our main theorem, we give some results of interest in

themselves. For a givenfE BF , we consider the minimum

(3a)

THEOREM 3. The number (3a) is equal to .1U) and is achieved by each
Q E QU).

Proof Clearly, A ~ AU). It remains to show that the maximum in (3a)
is at least AU) for each Q E QU). Otherwise

ilik
,) - Q(ki ) Ii ~ AU) - 0, k i E G,

for some Q E Q(j) and some 0 > O. Let M > 0 be so large that UU'i) ii,
'I QUe;) il :::;; M for all k i E F. If P is a minimal polynomial, there exists an
E > 0 for which,

"f(k;) - P(/'i) 'I c= A(f)· !e E GII I.. ,~ ,

ilik,) - pUc,) II ~ AU) - E, k i E F\G.

Let 0 < A < t be so small that A < E(4M)-1. We estimate the degree of
approximation of the functionfby the polynomial Ql == AQ + (l - A)P.

If k i E G, then

iii") - Q?") II z( AIlik
,) - Q(k) + (1 - A) Iii") _ pUc,)

< A(A(j) - 0) + (l - A)A(j) = AU) - Ao < A(j).

On the other hand, if k i E F\G,

Iliki
) - Q~ki) Ii < 2MA + (I - A) (AU) - E)

< E/2 + A(f) - (J - A)E < AU)·

Thus, Ilf - Ql IIF < AU), a contradiction which completes the proof.
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The following theorem gives a sufficient condition under which the
approximation off in the norm Ii . IIF is unique.

THEOREM 4. If for the function j, which is k p -+- I-times differentiable, we
have q = 0, that is Uo(f) eft 0, then f has a unique polynomial of best
approximation in the norm il . II F •

Remark. The more natural assumption that IE B F cannot be used to
replace the existence of the k p + l-st derivative off This can be seen by the
counterexample which is given in Chalmers [3]. It is an example of a function
which is differentiable but has no second derivative and which has more than
one best approximation by quadratic polynomials with respect to the norm

IIIII"= max{ilI:i, il!' I:} even though Uo(f) c;ic • Although there is a small
mistake in Chalmer's example, his claim holds none the less.

From the proof of Theorem 4, one can however see that if U1,(f)
then the assumptionsfE B F and Uo(f) r suffice for the uniqueness of the
best approximation.

Proof of Theorem 4. Let P be an element of Q(f), and let P be a minimal
polynomial with P = P. From the definition of a minimal polynomial, we
have PIl.i)(X) = Pll.i)(X), x E Ui , i ~.~ 0, 1, ... , p. From (1), we get

pUCi'l\X) = i ki +1)(X) =c p 1ki+1)(X), x E Ui(f) n (a, b), i = 0, ... , p.

Thus it is sufficient to show that only the polynomial R which is identically
zero satisfies the conditions

R1ki)(X) ~~ 0, x E U/f), i = 0, 1, ... , p,

RU'iH)(x) = 0, x E Ui(f) n (a, b).

(4)

(5)

This is done by means of known theorems about the Birkhoff interpolation
problem. In the following, we use the terms, notations and results given in
G. G. Lorentz [11].

The sets Ui = Ui(f) might be infinite. For each i for which this happens,
we omit some of the elements x E Ui leaving arbitrary n -'- 2 of them. We still
denote the new sets by Ui • By Ii , we denote the number of points of Ui ,

by ei , the number of points of Ui which are a or h. Let E be the incidence
matrix corresponding to the Birkhoff interpolation problem (4) and (5).

LEMMA 5. The matrix E ofproblem (4), (5) has

p

N + 1 = I (2/i - ei)
i=O

(6)
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entries; it is a/ree matrix/or the Birkhoff interpolation problem/or polynomials
of degree N. Moreover, N J1 I.

Proal First of all, we note that the conditions (4) and (5) cannot overlap.
This follows from relation (2). Hence the number of different equations (4)
and (5) is equal to the sum of the number of points in all sets Vi, V, n (a, b).
That is, it is given by (6).

By a theorem of Atkinson and Sharma [10, II], an incidence matrix is free
it it has no odd supported sequences and satisfies the strong Polya condition.
However, all conditions (4) and (5) involving points from the interior of [a, b]
come in nonoverlapping pairs. This means that any sequence of ones in E not
lying in the first or the last row of E is even.

Thus it remains to check that E satisfies the strong Polya condition. This
condition can be written

I:

I IJI, -k
., 0

2, () k N, (7)

where m, is the number of ones in the sth column of E, or, what is the same,
the number of Eqs. (4) for which k i S and of Eqs. (5) for which k i I s.

We first note that (7) is satisfied for k - 0, which means that mo 2. By
assumption, Vo c:!- and so if- P I flU). Since Pic, where c is a
constant, has the same derivatives as P, J5 c cannot be a better Chebyshev
approximation to/than J5 is, because then P - c would have smaller extremal
sets than P. It follows from this observation that 1 I (x) -. ]5(x)1 attains its
maximum at at least two points and so lJIo 2.

Let (7) be violated for ~ome k and let k be the.smallest such k. Then k n

and k _ I. Moreover, L~:~ m, k -! I, but L~ 0 m, k I. This implies
k -

that Lso m, k -+- I and that mj{ c.= O.
Let Edenote the incidence matrix consisting of the first k I columns of E.

Like E, the matrix E has no odd supported sequences. Moreover, from (7),

E satisfies the strong Polya conditions. Then E is free for polynomials of
degree not exceeding k. Therefore, one can find a polynomial R, of degree
at most k, which satisfies the conditions

RU,,)(x) = _a[/(lc,)(x) - pU,)(x)], x E Vi' k, <; k, (8)

R(ks\l)(X) = 0, x E Vi n (a, b), k s .+- I k. (9)

Here a(ex) denotes the sign of ex. In addition,

R(l,·)(x) ~. 0, k, k. (10)

This contradicts Lemma 2 and proves Lemma 5.
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From Lemma 3, it follows immediately that P E QU) is unique.
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MAIN THEOREM. Let f be k p + I-times differentiable and let G and q be
defined by (2) and (3). Then QU) is a convex set of dimension q. In addition,
for P E QU), the derivative P(q) is unique.

Prool The condition f - P i.F
conditions

AU) is equivalent to the two

iii",} - pO,,)

il rO,) - pO,)

AU), k,

AU), k,

q,

q.

(I I)

(12)

From Theorem 3, we see that (12) means exactly that P('/l is the polynomial
of best approximation in the norm II . to f(r/l. This defines pI'll uniquely.

Then also P is defined uniquely up to a polynomial of degree not exceeding
q, so that dim QU) < q. On the other hand, let P be a minimal polynomial
in QU). Then conditions (12) are satisfied, while instead of (II) we have

Iii"') - pO,,) < AU), k s < q.

If Q is an arbitrary polynomial of degree not exceeding q with sufficiently
small coefficients, both (II) and (12) will be satisfied for P = P + Q. All
these polynomials belong to QCf).
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